In this paper, we conduct theoretical research on small-scale streaming data transmission communication system based on ARM and FPGA. Compared with network layer IP multicast, it does not need to change the underlying structure of the network with the realization. Aa are day by day mature as a result of the embedded technical high speed development and the GPRS technology with use the embedded system essence small, special-purpose strong, the system simplification and the GPRS network cover characteristics and so on whole world. Under this basis, this paper proposes the new ARM and FPGA based small-scale streaming data transmission communication system. The implementation of the system proves its effectiveness.
Introduction
Data is an important resource in the grid, which is stored on many large-scale storage systems on the grid, which tend to focus on different needs and provide different services to customers. In the grid application, not only a program needs to access a large number of data in different storage systems, but also between different programs may need to transfer large amounts of the data, and different applications often require different quality of data transmission services. At the same time, the storage system in the grid, due to the use of different software and data access protocols, most of the storage system is not compatible. Speaking of the redundancy fault-tolerant high reliable computer system, has following deficiency that cannot satisfy the high reliable embedded computer system well in the miniaturization, the high-speed service, the visit flexibility and the redundancy fault-tolerant and so on the aspect development demands.
• PCI bus as the representative of the parallel bus, the rate is difficult to further improve the number of bus signals that is not conducive to small and redundant fault-tolerant applications. Most of these buses adopts the static structure, can't support to channel failure of dynamic fault tolerance, not solve the traditional parallel bus to store a single point of failure problem.
• Multichannel MLVDS may realize the multi-module information interconnection, the high performance parallel computer big data stream as the superelevation band width back board main core line interconnects the main line as well as the new data processing system public resource high speed sharing data channel high speed.
• Variable bandwidth adaptive mechanism of variable length data transfer, it is easy to construct the topology model of data processing system can flexibly adapt to different node equipment.
The transmission of the update data is similar to the multicast of the application layer. Therefore, the application layer multicast algorithm can be used to construct the multicast tree at the replica node so that the data can only be transmitted between the nodes that are logically adjacent to each other. Application layer multicast is based on the concept of peer-to-peer network. Its typical application is message subscription and distribution. Compared with network layer IP multicast, it does not need to change the underlying structure of the network with the realization. Aa are day by day mature as a result of the embedded technical high speed development and the GPRS technology with use the embedded system essence small, special-purpose strong, the system simplification and the GPRS network cover characteristics and so on whole world, by the embedded system equipment took the wireless data transmission the control center and the server module, used the data message which the GPRS wireless transmission network will gather to transmit monitor the terminal the embedded system, the GPRS wireless communication technology and the server unify have realized the monitor data unit line transmission and the monitoring center grasping real-time data function has provided conveniently for people's production life. Therefore, this paper proposes the small-scale streaming data transmission communication system based on ARM and FPGA. To begin with, in the figure one, we show the demonstration of ARM and FPGA. 
The Proposed Methodology and Perspective
The Streaming Data Features. Timing is a very important requirement for the algorithm in stream data analysis. The algorithm must finish the processing of the current data in a short time. It is easy to meet the time requirement when the frequent item counting is relatively simple. However, if the data processing process is too complex, it cannot meet the streaming data on the timeliness requirements. In flows in the data analysis, but each data all has reflected the data partial information is not the overall situation information that can have its partial division if to the partial data cluster the overall situation division inconsistent situation, this meant if all data all divides the current block in the correlation bunch, then this kind of division well had not reflected the data in the overall situation space real distribution, namely certain data not necessarily belongs to in the partial spatial current bunch in the overall situation space. In does not have the means to carry on the cluster to the global data in the situation, obtains the partial division closer overall situation division, and its final effect is better. Therefore, the features of the streaming data can be organized as follows.
• For candidate dense clusters, the search of the critical point is from outside to inside. The aim is to find the maximum compact cluster which satisfies the expected density in the cluster, and avoid the appearance of the small number of points clustering. The algorithm is as follows: For all the compact points in the cluster, according to the decreasing distance from the center point and calculate the current density value until the desired density.
• Adopt the method of complex is the purpose of accurate analysis layer better clustering results are obtained. Its input is the result of the rapid computing level output. Data volume decreased significantly compared to the original data, so the complex clustering algorithm can be used.
• For a dense cluster, the critical point search process is as follows: Determining a compacted cluster if a candidate point is added to the cluster and the candidate point is not added to the compacted cluster, the nearest candidate point is the candidate point closest to the center point still satisfy the desired density, and if so, then the candidate points are judged to belong to the compact cluster which will result in analyzing the general features.
A historical data is defined as a triplet: a start timestamp, an end timestamp, and the data block pointer. Where the start timestamp and the end timestamp indicate the start time and end time of the stream data segment represented by the internal data block pointed to by the data block pointer. Uses three level of buffer structures to coordinate the realization to flow the frequent recognition, in which buffer 1 and sum of the 2 table number is mutually, a buffer 3 table number is 3 and levels of buffers selects the different renewal method separately: the buffer 1 uses the continual storage space prompt renewal preservation network flows superior predetermined threshold value the class, its initial table number is 0, along with preserved fluxion increase, the buffer 1 increases the buffer space to hold the new big class unceasingly; the buffer 2 unceasingly eliminates the time label oldest class according to the time restraint; buffer 3 for size fixed buffer, when the buffer 3 is fully occupied, in this buffer an all class length reduces 1 and deletes all class length is completely 0 class, simultaneously records flows the item to reduce 1 number of times respectively, but when the buffer 3 class items has the recent text to arrive, this class item returns to the buffer in 2. In the following figure 2, we show the principles of the corresponding mentioned architectures. The Communication System Principles. The wireless communications system through the modulation, on the frequency conversion, filters throws over, the power enlarges the antenna and so on produces the signal, but through the spatial transmission electromagnetic wave signal, receives in the receiving end, looked from the entire realization process that can have the influence in the various stages to the signal, mainly may divide into the noise, the disturbance and the decline and so on. In general, in the troposphere, the atmospheric composition, pressure, temperature, humidity will change randomly with the height change and the random movement of the gas, so the absorption, reflection, refraction and scattering of microwave signals will appear extremely large randomness, making the wireless communication system signal strength and general characteristics of unstable phenomena. When the free space energy decay is refers certainly to works as the electromagnetic wave energy certainly, it disseminates a farther its energy to be younger. Because the electromagnetic wave is outward radiates by the spherical surface or the covering of fan form, therefore energy decay and the distance square is proportional. For enhancing the signal, we should take the listed suggestion into consideration. (1) Diversity technology can be divided into the explicit diversity and implicit diversity. Diversity is the physical existence of a number of signal diversity the signal is a different path from the same signal of the copy. The implicit diversity includes diversity in the way of the transmission signal, which is realized by the signal processing technology at the receiving end, which includes interleaving coding technology, frequency hopping technique and the like. (2) Time-domain adaptive equalizer to overcome the selective fading and flat fading with frequency domain adaptive equalizer to reduce the frequency selective fading effect. In the current level of development, digital communications to use more time-domain equalization, analog communication is more frequency domain equalization. (3) Positive power control is the base station according to the power of mobile station needs to be adjusted, to meet the needs of the mobile station power, reducing the base station transmission power and reduce the interference to other users and neighboring cells. System through power control that can prevent the signal sudden increase and produce additional interference to other users and worsens condition of transmission can prevent the increase of users of background noise.
The ARM. When the program size is that relatively small, we can manually call the compiler environment to compile the program directly, but when the program reaches a certain size, manually call the compiler environment will be very troublesome, when the system is usually called to make through the compiler surroundings. Make system is the core of Makefile file, Makefile file specifies the dependencies between the source files, make system will automatically call these dependencies to compile the environment to compile the program source code, and ultimately generate the executable file. In our simulation, we will use the ARM-linux platform, the hardware platform of the system selected Samsung S3C2410 processor. The ARM920T processor integrates the ARM920T 32-bit microcontroller, resource-rich, with independent 16KB instruction cache and 16KB data Cache, LCD controller, RAM controller, NAND flash memory controller, 3-way UART, 4 DMA, 4-channel PWM Timer, parallel I/O port, 8-channel 10-bit ADC, TouchScreen interface, I2C interface, I2S interface, 2 USB interface controller, 2-way SPI, frequency up to 203MHz. In the processor based on the rich resources, but also for the related configuration and expansion, platform configuration 16MB16-bit Flash and 64MB32-bit SDRAM. In the use of GNU compiler configuration and build the system open source software package will have a configure script, through the implementation of the script, it will automatically detect the system environment to generate Makefile, and then by executing the make command, it will automatically compile and ultimately generate the executable file and the configure script has a number of options. For native compilation, the default option is generally used, but for cross compilation, the program is run on another system and the configure script detects the local system, so it is described by the options of the configure script the environment of the target system.
The FPGA. FPGA is the shortest design cycle in the ASIC circuit, the lowest cost development, one of the smallest risk devices, often used in high-volume data transmission occasions. The design uses FPGA to achieve a system of data transmission module control, acquisition functions, including peripherals with GPS receiver, portable printer and serial port. Design to consider the reuse problem, the strategy emphasizes RTL coding and synthesis, this design data transfer module logic can make the integrated and place and route better. Therefore, our system can be summarized as below.
• The output data to the portable printer. The establishment of a group of 64 registers of 8 bits of data in FPGA, save the data to be printed by the serial encoding, the parallel data into serial data output to the portable printer.
• GPS data collected from the serial transmission. As more GPS data is collected, the system stores the data in external RAM by decoding. If we are using FPGA-rich resources, we can consider the data stored in the FPGA internal.
• Serial data transmitted from the serial port. According to the demand, the serial data frequency is not high using an FPGA internal registers can meet the requirements.
Conclusion
In this paper, we conduct research on small-scale streaming data transmission communication system based on ARM and FPGA. With the rapid expansion of communication networks, the emergence of new network services, the increasingly complex network topology, resulting in the communication system is difficult to predict the robustness and vulnerability by active attack characteristics has become a communication system growth and evolution of a major problem. This article to second, three, four generation of mobile communication system has made the simple description, overall speaking that is mature along with the technical unceasing development, as well as the user service demand unceasing growth, the mobile communication will provide the higher data transmission speed to the people, the more service type, the more personalized service, will realize between the different races network fusion truly. Moreover, the ARM and FPGA are integrated to implement the system which will enhance the usability.
